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< br / > air jordan 1 Ko is has attracted a lot of shoes left out in the cold, and Jordan Brand recently also tries to restore its
weaknesses, bring the new "militia" green color, the army green is full of texture of canvas shoes making, collocation of deep blue
contour lines as decoration. Finally, equipped with to white midsole and rubber outsole, full Hi-Street taste. This shoe will be launched
this month, a friend of interest to pay close attention to. (Editor: YOYO)
In this era of either character or dress, people are thinking about how different, and thus all kinds of customized units will be bred
specifically to help some people to do special preferences in mind. 
shoes hobby undoubtedly has a huge population, those limited edition shoes will be more valuable. If on top of such shoes, new
design look, it is bound to form a hot topic. 
born in 2009, NIKE Air Yeezy 1, is definitely the hearts of many people dream of shoes. Recently because Kanye West and Nike
"break" the news is the Yeezy series to a higher degree of attention, especially the pair RED Yeezy edition, seems very "aborted"
trend. 
Recently JBF customized unit received a special order - CustomerSoleyGhost want a RED edition Nike Air Yeezy 1. The JBF
addition to color changes, but also have a new breakthrough in the material, in particular the use of the crocodile, lizard and suede.
Suede with crocodile striae on a bright lizard skin to create a particularly strong sense of excessive red. JBF live up the expectations
of handed over this pair of shoes. If you are interested in the hands of shoes makeover, you may wish to contact JBF it.
Sports players Nike launched "Christmas Pack" Christmas Do note series
2012-12-20 10:34:49 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network December 20 hearing, the annual Christmas in the NBA will be staged with the "Christmas wars" of the
drama, in addition to meeting fans outside of you, players wearing the shoes is the focus of attention, while Nike and therefore chose
the most popular star shoes contain Kobe 8 System, Nike LeBron X with Nike KD V, especially for this three pairs of shoes to create
a note reading Christmas special occasion designs, LeBron X with simple red green color build, while Kobe 8 System is using a
unique fusion shoes knit texture snake scales designed shoes are presenting a unique appearance, while Kevin Durant is with his
favorite childhood game of 8-Bit to present a unique shoe surface design, even based on the same concept insole with Kevin Durant
dunk pattern, very lovely and both ingenuity, and said three Nike Basketball 2012 "Christmas Pack" will be officially added to
December 26, a favorite friend be sure not to miss out! 
Related news
< br / > monkey time choice filling pieces as the new partner, with the Amsterdam brand together to create two custom hiking boots,
as part of the 2015 winter series. Shoes first in Beauty & ampits quarterly lookbook, a total of brown and white two colors, all uses
bold colors, woven upper and strong metal type D shoelace buckle detail is outstanding. This pair of special edition boots will be
available in September 12th at ARROWS ZOZOTOWN and UNITED to book, and in September 19th officially on sale. (Editor:
YOYO)
< br / > earlier lead exposure supreme x Nike Air jordan 5 uproar, also successfully aspirations recently become the most popular hot
topic. Various shoe fan friend also very much look forward to the spectacular joint planning, recently, there is anecdotal PS past
master more Lenovo launched, the supreme likely next with the air jordan co branded shoes play over and over, sorting out the a
series of imaginary map, let you stimulate the brain hole and well together over the crowd to see, which of several is in your own mind
look forward to the most heavy joint shoes. (Editor: YOYO)
Chinese shoes Network June 11 hearing, the defense of the University of Kentucky, this year's prospective champion John - Wall,
have not yet entered the Union signed its first significant revenue. According to reports, he has been with Reebok company signed a
five-year $ 25 million sponsorship contract. 
Reebok has always been the traditional sign super guard, Allen - Allen Iverson, Steve - Steve Francis, Rajon - Londo, etc. are or used
to be Reebok's players. They early on Wall show good faith, and this great sincerity eventually moved prospective champion. 
After signing Wall, is likely to replace semi-retired Iverson has become a new pillar of Reebok. Wall's agent, Dan - Fagan and
Reebok result of negotiations, sponsors during this time to ensure that, at least be able to Walter produced two signature shoes. 
The main rival Reebok, Nike and Under Armour, Nike recently announced and 2009 champion, Clippers power forward Blake -
Griffin signed more than 400,000 of the sponsorship contract, Under Armour is in high school and has been brought to the Bucks
super rookie guard Brandon - Jennings, signed a four-year contract 2 million. [Chinese shoes network] subject of much commentary
of the ball and friendly "adidas national grading tennis tournaments," is back! Vigorous movement will cause Ltd. 6/27, 28 and 7 /
04,05 two weekends, once again in the woods Taipei County Stadium, held adidas Cup National Classification tennis tournaments.
The top three winners of this prize, sponsored by the same passion Adidas Taiwan, including the top series of Barricade tennis
shoes, and a number of professional tennis merchandise, golfers northern absolutely can not miss. 
to thank the organizers for the support of the majority of golfers, where any one of 64 projects amounting to draw sign (inclusive) or
more, the General Assembly would add another fifth award 4 certificates for reward. In addition, to maintain quality golfers
participating, the tournament will be held on two weekends, not only conducive to the tournament digestion, can also provide higher
order challenge aspiring golfers, there are more opportunities for competition. Organizers will open NTRP 2.0 grade, so interested in
tennis beginners also have the opportunity to win prizes.
adidas trend of originals ZX5000 running shoes of the again in 1990s Vintage shoe profile type building, matching the current
popular hit color concept and eye-catching color presentation, let the body outfit more bright and lively. This series of shoes, priced at
$3690 yuan, equivalent to RMB 750 yuan, interested friends may wish to take note of. 
/>
< p > during the world cup two months ago, everyone on the well-known sports brand Nike the mercurial Superfly football boots on the
court generous luster must also have a deep impression. This time NIKE also launched this new Elastico Superfly IC Nike 2014 flat
shoes, so that customers like this style shoes have more choices. Designed to continue the avant-garde concept of science and
Technology shoes, high barrel design and shoes as a whole, the signature of the Flyknit weaving technology, equipped with the
upper, with its carbon fiber to improve the grip and slow shock. With the yellow and green camouflage show. This time the shoe will
be in October 9th in its designated stores to start offering, which interested friends do not miss yo. 
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